First Generation

1. **JOHN** MEECHAN birth date unknown. **FOUNDROY LABOURER**

He married **WEIR, MARGERET**.

MEECHAN, JOHN and WEIR, MARGERET had the following children:

+ 2 i. JAMES PATRICK MEECHAN.
+ 3 ii. MEECHAN, MARY.
+ 4 iii. MEECHAN, EDWARD.

Second Generation

2. **JAMES PATRICK** MEECHAN (JOHN) birth date unknown.

He married **BAIN, MARY ANN**. She was the daughter of BAIN THOMAS. **CATHERINE BAIN (NEE MCDERMOTT)**

MEECHAN, JAMES PATRICK and BAIN, MARY ANN had the following children:

+ 5 i. JAMES MEECHAN.
+ 6 ii. MEECHAN, MARY.
+ 7 iii. MEECHAN, THOMAS was born November 12, 1928.

3. **MARY** MEECHAN (JOHN) birth date unknown.

She married **MURRAY, JOHN**.

MEECHAN, MARY and MURRAY, JOHN had the following children:

+ 8 i. **JOHN MURRAY**
+ 9 ii. MURRAY, JIM.
+ 10 iii. MURRAY, BOBBY.
11 iv. MURRAY, TEREASA.
12 v. MURRAY, WALLACE. He married HELEN.
+ 13 vi. **ANDREW MURRAY**

4. **EDWARD** MEECHAN (JOHN) birth date unknown.
1. JAMES PATRICK/ MEECHAN

MeechanJames Patrick (-dec.), son of MEECHAN, JOHN
MeechanJohn (-dec.)
MeechanJames Patrick (-dec.) married BAIN, MARY ANN
BainMary Ann (-dec.). BainMary Ann (-dec.)
Daughter of BAIN THOMAS Bain Thomas (-dec.).

MEECHAN, JAMES PATRICK/ MeechanJames Patrick (-dec.) and BAIN, MARY ANN/BainMary Ann (-dec.)
Following children: MARRIED DEC 31, 1925 ST. JOSEPH
N. WOODSIDE RD
GLASGOW

+ 2 i. JAMES MeechanJames (-): MEECHAN MeechanJames (-).

+ 3 ii. MEECHAN, MARY MeechanMary (-).

+ 4 iii. MEECHAN, THOMAS MeechanThomas (1928-) was born November 12, 1928.

LIVED AT 202 POSSIL

2. JAMES/ MEECHAN

MeechanJames (-) (JAMES PATRICK/) was born in Rockvilla, Glasgow, Scotland.

MeechanJames (-) married GRAY, RITA/ GrayRita (-) in St Aagnas Lambhill Glasgow Scotland.

MEECHAN, JAMES MeechanJames (-) and GRAY, RITA/ GrayRita (-) had the following children:


+ 6 ii. MEECHAN, MOIRA Meechan Moira (-).

+ 7 iii. MEECHAN, PAULINE Meechan Pauline (-).

3. MARY/ MEECHAN

MeechanMary (-) (JAMES PATRICK/) was born in Possilpark, Glasgow, Scotland.

MeechanMary (-) married JEFFREY, THOMAS/ Jeffrey Thomas (-dec.).

MEECHAN, MARY MeechanMary (-) and JEFFREY, THOMAS/ Jeffrey Thomas (-dec.) had the following children:

+ 8 i. JEFFREY, THOMAS Jeffrey Thomas (-); JEFFREY Jeffrey Thomas (-).

+ 9 ii. JEFFREY, ANN MARIE Jeffrey Ann Marie (-).

10 iii. JEFFREY, JOHN PATRICK Jeffrey John Patrick (-dec.).

4. THOMAS/ MEECHAN

MeechanThomas (1928-) (JAMES PATRICK/) was born in Rockvilla, Glasgow, Sco
November 12, 1928.

MeechanThomas (1928-) married O'SHEA, PHILOMENA/ O'Shea Philomena (1930-) in Harold's Cross, Dubl
July 16, 1956. PHILOMENA O'Shea Philomena (1930-) was born in Kimmage, Dublin, Ireland September 30, 1930.
O'Shea Philomena (1930-) is the daughter of O'SHEA WILLIAM BERNARDO/ O'Shea William Bernard (-dec.) and C
ANNA MARIA/ O'Connor Anna Maria (-dec.).

MeechanThomas (1928-) was baptized in St Teresia's Possilpark Glasgow Scotland. Religion: Catholic.

MEECHAN, THOMAS MeechanThomas (1928-) and O'SHEA, PHILOMENA/ O'Shea Philomena (1930-) had
children:

11 i. PHILOMENA ANN MAIRE Meechan Philomena Ann Maire (1961-) MEECHAN Meechan Philomena Ann
was born in Wyandotte, MI, USA April 23, 1961.

+ 12 ii. MEECHAN, THOMAS JUDE Meechan Thomas Jude (1964-) was born October 31, 1964.

13 iii. MEECHAN, CONNOR ANTHONY Meechan Connor Anthony (1967-) was born in Wyandotte, MI, USA
starting person
Meechan John MEECHAN, JOHN #51 ( - dec.)

children
Meechan MEECHAN, #123 ( - )
Meechan Edward MEECHAN, EDWARD #56 ( - dec.)
Meechan James Patrick MEECHAN, JAMES PATRICK #5 ( - dec.)
Meechan Mary MEECHAN, MARY #54 ( - dec.)
Meechan Mary MEECHAN, MARY #120 ( - dec.)
Meechan Mary MEECHAN, MARY #121 ( - dec.)

grandchildren
Andrew Murray ANDREW MURRAY #138 ( - )
childnew CHILD, NEW #125 ( - )
John Murray JOHN MURRAY #126 ( - dec.)
Meechan James MEECHAN, JAMES #18 ( - )
Meechan Mary MEECHAN, MARY #24 ( - )
Meechan Thomas MEECHAN, THOMAS #4 (1928 - )
Murray Bobby MURRAY, BOBBY #135 ( - )
Murray Jim MURRAY, JIM #134 ( - dec.)
Murray Tereasa MURRAY, TEREASA #136 ( - dec.)
Murray Wallace MURRAY, WALLACE #137 ( - dec.)
Peggy Murray PEGGY MURRAY #133 ( - )

great grandchildren
#146 ( - )
Alex Murray ALEX MURRAY #132 ( - )
Betty Murray BETTY MURRAY #131 ( - )
Jeffrey Ann Marie JEFFREY, ANN MARIE #27 ( - )
Jeffrey Thomas JEFFREY, THOMAS #26 ( - )
Meechan Connor Anthony MEECHAN, CONNOR ANTHONY #9 (1967 - )
Meechan James MEECHAN, JAMES #21 ( - )
Meechan Malachy Shea MEECHAN, MALACHY SHEA #10 (1968 - )
Meechan Moira MEECHAN, MOIRA #22 ( - )
Meechan Pauline MEECHAN, PAULINE #23 ( - )
Meechan Philomena Ann Maire MEECHAN, PHILOMENA ANN MAIRE #7 (1961 - )
Meechan Thomas Jude MEECHAN, THOMAS JUDE #8 (1964 - )
Murray Ann MURRAY, ANN #143 ( - dec. )
Murray Jackalline MURRAY, JACKALLINE #129 ( - )
Murray Margaret MURRAY, MARGERET #150 ( - )
Murray May MURRAY, MAY #144 ( - )
Murray Rosemary MURRAY, ROSEMARY #141 ( - )
Murray Susan MURRAY, SUSAN #140 ( - )
Murray Tereasa MURRAY, TEREASA #148 ( - )
Murray Theresa MURRAY, THERESA #128 ( - )
Murray William MURRAY, WILLIAM #149 ( - )
Winnie Murray WINNIE MURRAY #130 ( - )

2-great s grandchildren
Meechan Ian Shaler MEECHAN, IAN SHALER #57 ( - )